In many applications of feedback control, phase information is available concerning the plant uncertainty. For example, lightly damped flexible structures with colocated rate sensors and force actuators give rise to positive real transfer functions. Closed-loop stability is thus guaranteed by means of negative feedback with strictly positive real compensators. In this paper, the properties of positive real transfer functions are used to guarantee robust stability in the presence of positive real (but otherwise unknown) plant uncertainty. These results are then used for controller synthesis to address the problem of robust stabilization in the presence of positive real uncertainty. One of the principal motivations for these results is to utiliie phase information in guaranteeing robust stability. In this sense these results go beyond the usual limitations of the small gain theorem and quadratic Lyapunov functions which may be conservative when phase information is available. The results of the paper are based upon a Riccati equation formulation of the positive real lemma and thus are in the spirit of recent Riccati-based approaches to bounded real (H,) control.
Introduction
In many applications of feedback control, phase information is available concerning the plant uncertainty. For example, lightly damped flexible structures with colocated rate sensors and force actuators give rise to positive real transfer functions. Closed-loop stability is thus guaranteed by means of negative feedback with strictly positive real compensators. This princi le has been widely used to design robust controllers for flexible structures PI-101.
The salient features of positive real transfer functions is that they are dissipative and phase bounded [ll-251. Hence the feedback interconnection of positive real transfer functions is guaranteed to be stable without requiring that a small gain condition be satisfied. Positive real design is thus potentially less conservative than bounded real (Hm) design in the presence of phase information.
In this paper we utilize properties of positive real transfer functions to develop new conditions for robust stability and robust stabilizability. Although related results have been developed previously 126-301, this paper goes beyond earlier work by exploiting a Riccati equation formulation in the spirit of recent advances in H, synthesis . This is done in two different, but equivalent, ways. First we show that the Riccati equation used to enforce an H, constraint can be transformed to yield a different Riccati equation that enforces a positive real constraint (Theorem 3.2). Alternatively, we show that the same Riccati equation can be obtained by manipulating the conditions of the positive real lemma (Proposition 3.3). Many of the techniques and transformations used in these steps are due to 1 7 , which contains an extensive treatment of positive real and bounded Leal transfer functions.
Once the Riccati equation that enforces positive realness has been derived, robust stability can be guaranteed for a class of perturbations involving an arbitrary constant positive real matrix (see the set U defined by (4.6) and Theorem 4.1). The modeling of matrix uncertainty by means of a 'fictitious" feedback loo (linear fractional transformation) is directly analogous to the small gain [H, ) parameter uncertainty model of [37] . In our case, however, the class of uncertainties includes a phase constraint rather than a small gain condition (see Remark 4.1).
Having enforced robust stability for positive real uncertainty, we then proceed in Section 5 t o give necessary and sufficient conditions for robust stabilizability in terms of a pair of coupled algebraic Riccati equations (Theorem 5.1). A robustly stabilizing feedback gain is then given in terms of the solutions to the Riccati equations. The stabilizability result is first stated for static output feedback and then specialized to the case of full-state feedback.
Finally, we close the paper by discussing connections between the positive real uncertainty modeling approach of this paper and the Maximum Entropy approach to robust control design of [ 10,323-431.
Notation:
IR, ErX8 I,, I ; ( )T, ( )* tr,P( )sumax( ) real numbers, r x s real matrices r x r identity matrix; transpose, complex conjugate transpose trace, spectral radius, largest singular value W E I R positive integers n x n, n x m, t x n, m x e matrices n x ma, m o x n, mo x mo, mo x mo matrices llH(4llm 
Preliminaries
In this section we establish key definitions and notational conventions that simplify the exposition in later sections. We begin with the definitions of positive real and bounded real transfer functions [11, 17] .
In this paper a real-rational matrizfunction is a matrix whose elements are rational functions with real coefficients. Furthermore, a transfer function is a real-rational matrix function each of whose elements is proper, i. Next we establish some notation involving state space reahzations of transfer functions. Let [44] 3071 2') I -H ( s ) H * ( In this section we provide explicit connections between positive real and bounded real transfer functions and their associated state-space realizations. Furthermore, we give Riccati equation characterizations of their resulting state-space realizations. Finally, we draw connections with the well-known positive real lemma [11, 17, 23] .
We begin with a result 171 that relates bounded real transfer functions to positive real transfer !unctions via the Cayley (bilinear) transform. Throughout the paper 7 denotes a positive number.
Lemma S.l. If 7 -' H ( s )
is an m x m bounded real transfer function
,, -7-'H(s)]-'[I,,, +q-'H(s)]
( 3 4 is positive real.
function such that G(s) is analytic for Rels] 2 0, then
is bounded real.
Proof. Suppose 7-'H s) is bounded real. Since det I,,, -7-'N(s)/, # 0 for Re[s] > 0, it follows tkat G(s) is analytic for Rei4 > 0. Then with
Thus, we obtain for Re[sr> 0 (3.1) it follows that y-'H(s) satisfies (3.2).
which implies where Bo E IRnXmo, CO E IR""", and DO E RmoXmo are fixed matrices denotin the structure of the uncertainty and F E Rmoxmo is an uncertain matrix ?see Figure 4 .2). 
( I + D o F ) -~[ F + F~ + F T ( D o + D ; f ) F ] ( I + D o F ) -' LO.
However, the term F(Im + DoF)-' is bounded in magnitude even though A Bo CO Do It is interesting to note that even in the full state feedback case the result involves two coupled Riccati equations.
A salient feature of (3.39) is the fact that the shift -2BC to the matrix A can be nonpositive. That is, -4BC can represent a left shift in contrast to the usual a-shift, which is a uniform open-loop right shift In the limiting case DO -+ 0, setting F = -%A1 (so that F + FT 1 0 ) , (5.19) becomes Hence U given by (5.16) can be used to capture frequency uncertainty of the form (5.16).
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